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Introduction and Overview

Impact assessments have evolved tremendousty
over mhe past twenty years, from the original
environmental impact assessment, to social,
gender, health, peace and confiict impact
assessments and beyond. As these models have
developed, so too has the mindset. At mhe 24f"
meeting of the International Association of Impact
Assessments in Aptil, 2004, increasing attention
was focused by practitioners (and industry) on mhe
need (and business case)
" to better involve stakeholders in the impact

assessment process from very early on,
* to better integrate environmental, social,

culturel, economic and technical issues into mhe
assessment process,

" to move beyond measures mhat just mitigete
impacts to actually promoting benefits and
social development, and

* to focus greater attention on mhe follow-up
stages of project implementation, compliance,
and accountability.

One representative from ABN Amro, a large
intemational commercial bank, even said that "The
strategic imperative (for tlnancing projects) should
be placed on sustainable development". But mhen
he highlighted the BTC and Chad-Cameroon
pipelines as the quintessential projects to back.
These projects have been so mired in controversy,
human dghts violations and questionable process,
that it seems clear mhat aven mhough its seems we
may now aIl be reading from the same page, mhe
words stitI mean very different mhings to différent
people. The notion that respect for human nights
and the environment 15 mhe drMvng force behind
sustainable development, is one that cleariy stili
needs repeating.

In December 2002, the NGO Working Group on
EDO (WG), a Working Group of mhe Halifax
Initiative Coalition, organized a workshop in
London to look at how to link human rights and
investment. The workshop explored mhe
qnnIir..tilitv nf different imoact assessment

Human Rights Impacts of Trade and Proje ot
Finance". It was hoped that this meeting would
address some of the questions raised in London,
and give participants a chance to chew over the
key components of an HRIA, and the mechanisms
necessary within IFîs to ensure due human rights
diligence throughout mhe project cycle.

The goals for the meeting were threefold:
" to provide a forum that would encourage a full

and free exchange of information, views and
ideas about mhe issue;

" to allow the broad array of participants et the
meeting to explore the links that need to be
madle, and are currently not being macle,
between human rights, impact assessment
and trade and project finance; and,

* to move the discussion beyond mheoretiical
debates about human rights and investment, to
practical discussions about how to make this
happen in policy, process and practioe.

In order to achieve these goals, representatives
from govemment, from trade and project finance,
from development, environment, faith-based,
gender, human rights, indigenous and labour
groups were invited to participate. Partners from
the south, practilloners from the area of conflict,
social, environment, gender and human rights
impact assessment, and activista, advocates,
academics and lawyers speciaîizing in the area of
human rights were also present.

Day one gave groups an opportunity to discuss
the changing responsibilities of the state, of
corporations and of IFIs wimh regards to human
rights. It highlighted a controversial project funded
by IFîs in order to underscore the need to take
human rights issues better into account. And it
explored a variety of models mhat are attempfing to
do this. It ended by mhinking mhrough some of mhe
challenges of doing this. Day two was designeci to
engage participants in thinlcing mhrough how some
of these challenges could be addressed.

While many questions stilI lie ahead, this report
y highlights some of the tentative conclusions mhat

participants reached and provides a rough sketch
for mapping the way forward.

's
Fraser Reilly-King, Coordinator, NGO Working
Group on EDC, Halifax Initiative Coalition

Carole Samndup, Programme Officer, Rights &
ýe Democracy
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Human Rights Obligations in the 21 st Century

Henri-Paul Normandin on "Humnan Rights Obligations and Corporate Responsibility in
the 21l' Century"
Director, Human Rights, Humanitarian Affairs and International Women's Equality Division, Department
of Foreign Affairs"

Mr. Normandin began by considering the human
rights obligations set out by international human
rights law. For the most part, these were
essentially the obligations of states, which arise
by virtue of them being party to treaties and
conventions. The human rights obligations of
non-state actors is less evident, but generally it
ia accepteci that states will regulate the
behaviour of non-state actors. In theory, this
means, that states must be consistent in how
they deal with non-state actors, such that when
a non-state actor does not follow state
regulations, they will be subject to sanctions,
usually before a domestic court.

There are of course certain nuances to this
classic paradigm. In international humanitarian
law, individuals can be held accountable as
non-state actora, and may be held responsible
for crimes of International law before an
international crirninal court. The concept of
universal jurisdiction is also expanding, and with
it, perceptions of the responsibilities of
transnational corporations.

Last year,
Rights relea
Norms on th

So are the grounds shifting with respect to the
classic paradigm of state andi non-state actors?
At least, it would appear that the paradigm is
stretched and la subjeot to nuances. In any
case, there may be menit in searching for new
ways of conoeptualizing how non-state actors,
including corporations, relate to humain rights,
particularly in an international framework.

And what does this mean in practi(
the responses to the issues car
theoretical in nature - they rnust be
real world.

In terms of new tools like a human i

assesament, looking at projects or
case basis will help us decipher 1
move this agenda forward. We ne(
where such types of impact assesc
been used in practice. They need ,
to be useful, to add value, and to I
The issue of scope will be a challe
wiIl, for example, this type of an
address the full range of human r
ones that are the moat relevant tc
hand? In ternis of prooess, how ex
this assessrnent be? For exampl
studies" which are important for mý
implementation of a project, ar
dernanding and complex that tih
completed by the time the project
The "no go" option is worth expic



David Petrasek on "'Humnan Rights and Business"'
Policy Dire otor, Henry Dunant Centre for Humanitarian Dialogue, Switzerland

Over the years, corporations have often been
able to avoid taking account of human rights by
simply asking whether there was a methodology
for assessing human rights impacts, knowing fuit
weIl that there was none. However, what lurks
behind this action are a deeper set of issues,
and two important legal questions:
1) Do companies have international legal

obligations to respect human rights? and
2) Are there legal obligations on govemnments to

ensure that human rights are being respected
in other countries?

Both questions arise because of the existence of
an "enforcement gap". Many international
corporations are unwilling to enforce human
rights norms in countries where they operate.
This is either bec-ause the legislation in those
countries is inadequate, or it exista but is not
being enforced due to lack of resources, or the
people in power choose not to enforce these
laws. It is because this "enforcement gap" exists
that we want to attach duty to other actors (e.g.
companies or governments). And s0 companies
and indMvduals, in addition to governments, now
find themselves as part of an expanding list of
actors that are being asked to carry legal duties
in relation to hurnan rights. The classic paradigrn
of govemnmental responsibility, which Mr.
Normandin has already made reference to, is
being challenged and these additional entities
are belng added to the list of "duty-bearers".

The reason for this can also be explained by the
context in wtich we now find ourselves. Since the
beainninq of the 1990s, a growing acceptance of

not just sorne small group of activists, have
brought the issue of attaching international legal
obligations to TNCs to the fore.

So in terms of the first question about, the legal
obligations on companies to respect human
rights, obligations have arisen in two ways.
Firstly, they have corne about indirectly -

international law places obligations on
govemnments in regard to their own agents, but
also includes the obligation to ensure that
private actors respect human rights (an issue
not accepted 10-15 years ago). Secondly, they
have corne about directly - through such
developments as the International Labour
Organization Tripartite Declaration, and the
OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprîses.
That said, international standards are not always
viewed as legally binding, with many of these
institutions peroeived as quasi legal bodies. In
any case, international human rights principles
are being placed on companies, and even
though there is no enforcement body to ensure
that companies comply with these norrns, it does
not mean there is no obligation.

International law, therefore, is not just between
states, but involves non-state actors. Sirnilauly,
hurnan rights are not just about state power -

companies also exercise power. That said, primary
obligations will and should remain on states as
they have the overarching duty to regulate.

In surn, why talk about the law? Will this
complicate or clarify things? It should add clarity.
But it does even more. Companies often argue
that national legislation or specific national
standards gives a competitive advantage to
companies abroad that are not subject to the
sarne standards. But introducing international
obligations will level out that playing field. It
would bring a universal standard which is



Joan Kuyek on "Human Rlghts, Human Impacts and IFis"
National Coordinator, MiningWatch Canada

Despite environniental assesement, local
oppositio projeots and evidence that projects

will displaoe massive numbers of people andi
disrupt livelihoods, projects stili get approved. At
the heart of this is a battle about power andi who
witl benefit froni limiteci resources, land and

lbu.Extractive industries is a case in point.

A tew yer ago, the World Bank (WB) agreed
to review its involvement in the extractive

Industries Review <EIR>, concluded, inter alla.
that: transfbrming naturel resource weaith into
poverty alleviation is challenglng bcueit can
bring about soildisruption andi oonflict ini

derdton, and iIt can usher in corruption andi
hiuman rights abuses. It alofounti that the
ability of extractive indusre to contribute to
national economic weaith le. dependent on the

finally, it argueti that the WB has lied only

human rights andi ecological sustanability.

To a4dress. these shortfalls, it reommne
free prior and inomdconsent for projects from
communities. benefit sharin, andi phaslinq out

Whereas the trade agreements that the
govemnment signs become binding through
Canadian law, international agreemenits on the
environment and human rights have no affective
legal mechanisms for compliance.
Several examptes demonstrate this point.

Over 5 yer, EDC provided $852 million in
short and long. term financing to China. Sorne of
this rnoney want to Nortel networks for flrewalt
techniology, despite increasing government
craçcdowns on internet use and the right to
freedom of expression. In comparison, Canadian
projeots on human rights came to $11 millin.

In Colornbia, EDC
insurance for Norte

mining code. Thii
conducted i thoL
peoples, it has red



Questions and Comments
Q: How can we ensure that the enforcement gap
gets closed?

PETRASEK: 1 ar n ot so much off ering a
solution to the notion of an enforcement gap,
rather than identifying a vacuum of
responsibility. When such a vacuum exists, the
natural tendency is to try and attach obligations
to actors who can have leverage over the
situation (for example, governments and
companies). But while this is a natural process,
it does not mean it is an easy one.

Part of the
and gnon-s

guage of "state"
ýes the debate
iis, however, is
asons. Firstly, it
as a negative or

labour rights in the case of an investment. But
when we talk about exporting widgets, for
example, would we want to consider the issue of
the right to health? 1 would therefore say that lit is
not about prioritization, but rather about
relevance, although 1 realize this is a delicate
line to walk.

Q: Shouldn't we be care fui about Iimiting the
scope? The relevance argument doesn't always
hold true because it is difficuit to determîne what
wiIl be relevant ahead of time. For example,
Nortel has gone into China to set up a
telecommunîcations network, but a Rights &
Democracy report revealed that the network was
being used to allow the Chinese government to
conduct surveillance on the types of information
people were accessing and transmitting.

NORMANDIN: When it cornes to
communications equiprnent, freedom of
expression is obviously relevant; but some other
human rights may not be as relevant to
examine.

Q: Given what you have saîd about the
promotion of îndustry, do you see any solutions?

KUYÈK: There are many ways in which
traditional livelihoods can be enhanced, but this
obviously would take an approach that focuses
on mitigating impacts on the environment than
on sustainable development itself. In the Mining
lndustry, companies could put rnore money and
resources into recycling metals vs. extracting
new ones.

by Q: We've spoken about individual rights - what
sts about collective rights (e.g. indigenous people)?

NORMANDIN: Particularly with respect
indigenous people, some collective rights are
should be recognised.



about? Who la the government? Should actions of agents abroad? When govemnments
economists take responsibility for impact ratify a treaty, they are bound by a legal
assessment since they outnumber us and are obligation to help implement that treaty. And
already involved? many countries already acoept that they have

extra-national obligations vis-à-vis social and
KUYEK: 1 think different departments of political rights, for example, Canadian laws
govemment in the home country of the prohibit the exporting of equipment to be used
corporation should be responsible. 1 have for the purposes of torture). Similarly, it would be
described this in much more detail in a paper logical that if asbestos cannot be used in
entitled Rights and Rhetoric on our website. In Canada, Canadian companies would be
addition, a number of laws and regulations prevented from exporting it. Since there might
goveming different actors have to be changed. be an obligation, or higher burden, on us to send
Having enforceable human rights and our troops into a situation where there are
environmentai assessments would have some extreme human rights violations, you would thlnk
teeth. But having economists do these that this would also translate to lower burdens
assessments, is definitely not the way to go. as welI.

Q: What would constitute a no-go area if it isn't KUYEK: I agree with David that we need to
Colombia? Every year countless trade union control what is exported. Asbestos is not banned
reprosentatives are murdered or flee the in Canada, and it has been argued that certain
country, yet EDC lias funded Nortel to do klnds of asbestos are fine to use. In fact, the
business there, and Nortel lias benefited greatly Canadian govemnment has been complicit in the
from the tact the privatization of the persecution of an activist labour inspector in
telecommunications industry. Brazil who challenged the import of Canadian

asbestos. What does this tell us? That the
NORMANDIN: 1 don't think we will attempt to Canadian industry lobby is incredibly strong, and
define 'No Go' zones for countries here. For me that for civil servants to speak out they have to
it is not necessarily or only about speciflc have a tremendous amount of courage. Look at
countries, but about the kinds of transactions the case of the Congo, where EDC says there's
being done. nothing they can do, and the govemment does

nothing to push the UN to move the panel report
Q: Who does responsibility fait on? of experts on the Congo forward. The power of

the industry makes it almost impossible for the

PETRASEK: In a sense, this is a damages rest of us to do anything, and the really
question. We need to unclerstand that important players and issues within govemment
traditionally when govemments sign human get marginalized within the bureaucracy - look
rights agreements, their obligations relate to at how the Human Rights Division at Foreign
their own jurisdiction. Does it expand to the Affairs has been marginalized.

6 Risk, Responsibillty and Human Riglits: Final Report



Human Rights and Trade Financing - A 'Case Study'

Peter Rosenblum on the "Chad Cameroon Pipeline"
CIînîcaI Pro fessor in Human Rîghts, Columbia Law School

The Chad Cameroon pipeline is part of a
controversial oul project that draws oul from 3
fields in the Doba basin if southemn Chad, and
transports it along a 1,070 km pipeline to an
offshore Ioading facility on the coast of
Cameroon. The project involves a cosortium of
oul companies led by Exxon Mobil (together with
Petronas and ChevronTexaco), the Wortd Bank
and the countries of Chad and Cameroon.
Canada's Encana leads a second consortium
that is heavily invested in oul exploration in the
region. The oul began to flow in late 2003 and
profits them began to accrue in an offshore bank
(whire if ri-mains at this time). The World Bank

wuiin ine
re were
,regime

ness in
ries of
Jing the
revenue
revenue
odel of

history, according to Bank staff. One major
innovation was the creation of a special
oversight body within the Bank. At the time the
project was approved, strong concernis about its
viability led the Bank to appoint a high-level
International Advisory Group to conduct
quarterly monitoring visits that would report
directly to the World Bank President. The
International Advisory Group reviews ail aspects
of the implementation from the perspective of
Worid Bank rules. Eventually, the bank also
hired two senior officiais to work on the project -
one in Chad and one in Washington.

When the money in the British offshore account
is transferred t0 Chad, if will be subject to the
terms of the revenue management iaw. That
law allocates expenditures of direct revenues
from the Doba field as follows:

10% - set aside for future generations
Of the 90% that remains:
a 80% allocated to five priority sectors:

education, health, rural development,
infrastructure, water and environment.

* 5% for the oul region
* 15% for general govemnment expenses.

The law also establishes the 'College de
Controle,' a mixed body of 9 people including
members of government, the national assembly,
the courts and civil society f0 oversee the
expenditures and insure that fhey are in
compliance with the law.

There are serious problemrs wif h the
infrastructure and operafions of the law, which
has not yet truly been tested since no revenue
money has corne into the counfry. But the law
was put to a premature test when the
govemnment decided f0 spend oil bonus money
without consultina the collece or seekinq f0



point, though the problems that remain are
significant - and many problems will only
become clear once the money begins to flow
into Chad. Nevertheless, it is possible to say
with some confidence that the macro-economic
machinery to insure transparency is in place

run through forests where the indigenous
Bagyeli pigmy peoples live and this has had a
devastating impact on their Iivelihood. The Bank
has admitted that it did flot adhere to its
indigenous peoples guidelines, and it did flot
properly assess the impacts of the project on
these peoples or consult with them. A lot of
people lost their land. There is a lot of dust

the money i
For examplE
projects apr
road from tI
country. ls tI
even if it w
road conStrL

panel
better



important to support the monitoring networks that
are in place and to help insure that the
govemment does not succeed in infiltrating or
distorting the civil society participation in the
Colle ge. At this moment, for example, the
govemment is blocking the nomination of the
Catholic Church representatives inside the
Colle ge, on the pretext that he is a lay
representative and not a priest. In fact, their
candidate is particularly competent.

Q: Why are projects such as these conceived in
the first place, and why are they so poorly
conceived from the start? Who benefits from this
project? What happens to the revenues? It goes
to the oit companies, but who aIse? Aren't we
just making the best of a really bad situation?

This was not a human rights p
development project; it was an oil
challenqe for advocacy organization

,ct or

take a
certainl
advant;
the cor
further.
making
time, it

iut pressure on Exxoi
iimprove its work

should be pushingf
n lndustry Transparen<

counitries around tt

international advisory body or revenue
management plan). And it represents a step
forward from which we can build. There is stili a
need for greater transparency, and we need to
use the absence of transparency to shame other
compan les.

Q: You made littie distinction in your
charactorization of affected communities
between indigenous peoples and eveyone else.
Vet the less attention we pay to local indigenous
people (e.g. Africa), the more they will be
marginalized. And if we can't pay attention to
them in those kinds of assessments - impact
assessments - the indigenous people are just
going to be further marginalized.

I am not convinced that the focus on incigenous
a communities in this case - or generally in Africa
le - has been helpful. Focusing on indigenous

ar rights makes sense where indigeneity correlates
id with race, class or marginalization - and where
to the nature of claims is substantively different; for
m example, where the relationship to land is

le substantively different for surrounding
In communities. In the case of the pipeline, it

>n impacted a range of communities, each of which
in had important interests andi none of which has

le effective exercise of political rights. If a human
)il rights assessment is done well then it will pick

Er Up on ail the violations of rights in each of these
d- communities. In contrast, the World Bank
n- directives force you to focus on certain issues,

in such as indigenous peoples. Do Pigmies have
or more rights then their neighbours do? 1 don't

cy know. In the context of Cameroon, there has
le been a lot of suffering, and it would be hard to
ve say that the indigenous people have suffered

çe ctisproportionately.



Taklng Human Rights into Account

Patrick Doyle on "Political Risk Assessment".
Ohief, Politîcat Rîsk Insurance, Export Develapment Cai

Human rights impact assessments of projects
can act to support strong methocfological
research that bas already been conducted in the
area of political risk assessment (PRA), and cari
complement a tQQtbox that might be con8idered
to b. soeht incomplete. And while NGOs,
export crcltt agenctes and other ierntoa
financial institutions tend to1 have an adversarial
reltoship, more dialogue such as this is
need to help think through how th1e PRA



Joi Carina on "Putting the World Commission on Dams Recommendations into
Practice"
Indîgenous PoIicy Adviser and European Desk Coordînator, Tebtebba Foundation

Joji Carino spoke about the recommendations of
the World Commission on Dams (WCD),
published in November 2000. Since the report
was published, a project entitled Dams and
Development has been established to follow up
on the recommendations of the WCD's work.

What was the WCD about? The WCD was an
independent review of the performance of dams,
looking at the economic, technical,

.-

This will involve quite a high level of
participation.

How do you ensure compliance? A key
component of the WCD process is giving local
communities an opportunity to negotiate binding
agreements with companies so that the
communities can secure and promote their
rights. These agreements or contracts should
have a legal standing so that they can be
contested in court if necessary.

Whereas the WCD Report has gained broad
acceptance for its core values, FPIC has not
been well accepted by the World Bank. At the
heart of this is the fact that a rights-based
approach has stili not been acoepted by the
Board representing govemments. They fail to
see that such an approach will bring with it a
number of positive aspects. This includes
levelling the playing field in terms of the power
disparities between the groups involved.
Furthermore, indigenous peoples are
disproportionately affected by large dams, and
are already often marginalized and have few
legal rights. FPIC would help remedy this power
imbalance.

ýo That said, in order for FPIC to work, we
need to deterrnine a threshold of impacts.
threshold needs to be established

e collaboration with affected communities,
ýs needs to articulate what is acceptable and
o the related impacts can be addressed.

also
This

in
and
how

KS Finally, ait the heart of this approach is the goal of
id achieving longer term sustainable development.

ig In the context of rights and development, free,
S' prior and informed consent underscores the fact
is that sustainable development is the flip-side of
as self-determination. That is, those who are most

;S. affected by a project should benefit most.



Christina Shultz on "Business and Human Rights Assessments"
Acting Head, Human Rights and Business Projeat, Danish Institute for Human Rights

its Practices, Operational Practices, Land
a management, Products / marketing practices,

il Research and development, and Utilities &
a service. ln total, we have developed 350

.ry questions and 1000 indicators.



Nick Killick on 'Conf lict Risk and Impact Assessments'
Adviser, Business and Con tlict Pro gram, International Alert

Before beginning, Nick Killick observed that
there are many tools being developed now. And
in order for us to make the most of aIl of these
tools, we have to Iearn how to combine theni. I
agree that we are ail Iooking at the world through
different windows. The challenge now is to Iearn
how to expand and connect these windows. If
things are still this way a few years down the
road, then we wiIl have a probîem.

For its part, International Alert has deveîoped a
conflict risk impact assessment. The assessment
deals with both the private sector and other
individuals, and looks at how to promote a
constructive and positive role of implementing a
project in a conflict zone while simultaneously
reducing the negative impacts. This means
changing the way companies approach
assessments across the board.

Traditional assessment processes are flot set up
tn Innk nt the cornolexities of conflict. They tend

potential to evoke a number of problems. The
issue of how to engage communities may also
prove challenging.

The CRIA model has a series of component
parts: screening at a macro level, scoping,
gathering baseline data, identifying impacts,
analyzing and rating the significance of the
impacts, designing mitigation measures,
monitoring and evaluating the actual outcomes.

And clearly, the more ownership a company and
individuals have in the prooess, the higher the
Iikelihood that the project will be a success.

Why should we apply the CRIA to project
finance? There are several reasons. There is a
good business case for conducting such
assessments. It wiIl lead to greater policy
coherence between different agencies. And,
since public money is ultimately being used to,
finance these projects, the end resuit should be
favourable to the public good. The reasons
speak, therefore, to both the head and the heart.

In ternis of how this could be made operational,
groups should insist that PIFIs use CRIA and other
good practices, that they undertake a context
analysis (the World Bank conducts a conflict
analysis framework), and that they give a special
categorization to projects in conflict zones.

A CRIA adds value to a HRIA, and the multitude
of other impact assessments, because it
eniphasizes good process, it is conducted at the
national and local level, it promotes flot only
mitigation measures but also peace building
practices, it speaks to the company's
perspective, and it is grounded in solid theory.
And for this to work, a context needs to be
Pstahlished in which comoanies are enaaaina in

point of



Questions and Comments
Q: What and who do al these processe,



Peoples falîs short of international developments
in respecting the rights of indigenous peoples on
four major points: respecting indigenous
peoples rights to land; to free, prior and informed
consent, te self-identifi cation and the prohibition
of involuntary resettiement.

That said, however, once we have agreed to the
standards, who wiIl do the monitoring?

Q: This 18 less a question than a comment. The
Universal Declaration of Human Rights has been
around for almost sixty years. In that time,
govemments have been able to codify it into
national legislation. Yet people from EDC neyer
talk in a human rights Ian guage, and when they
do, it is just as an 'add on' to already existing
policy or practice. But human rights is a way in
which many of us have agreed to live in the

its impacts. We don't see

apartheid. We can listen to the stories of the
churches or the President of a labour union, but
ultimately we are protecting the political risk of the
investor, not of the people.

Q: Corporate and EDC practices are changing
slowly. But 1 arn concemed by the extent to which
these changes are more responses to managing
reput ational risk, than to any concem for the
longer term implications on the sustainability of
projects. Being guided by the former, versus the
latter, will lead to veiy différent end resu its.

KILLICK: 1 wouldn't be so dismissive of
reputational risk. From a company's perspective,
this is quite important and has led companies like
Sheil to recruit new staff to look into these issues.
1 also think that there have been substantive
changes relative to what was in place several
years ago. Companies, after ail, are exposing
themselves to financial risks, and it is only natural
that they would want to protect their investments.
But overaîl, the end result has been a better
product that is both more efficient and beneficial
to communities. That said, there is stili roomn for
creating incentives to make this work better.

Q: HRIAs are meant to be meaningful, and more
than a checklist, 1 think it is about creating a good
process. Some of today's models seem to be
more about going through a checklist.

KILLICK: 1 agree that human rights is flot a
checklist approach. But a human rights impact
assessment is also not going te tell you
everything you need to know, for example, why
young people are at odds with their eiders, or why
certain groups are fighting each other.



CARINO: 1 think it îs true that some groups may
have hidden agendas, and there are big
challenges to working with legitimate authorities
at a local level. But if leaders are acoepted as
legitimate actors representing local communities
with legitimate rights and interests, then
companies must protect these rights and interests
like any others. Right now, we need to get to a
stage where companies recognize such leaders
or groups as legitimate actors, with legitimate
interests, and the WCD sets up mechanisms for
doing so.



Dr. Audrey Macklin on "Closing the Governance Gap. Implications for Canadian Public
Policy"'
Associate Pro fessor of Law, University of Toronto*

Dr. Macklin spoke about 'Closing the
Govemnance Gap: Corporate Self-Regulation in
Conflict Zones - Implications for Human Rights
and Canadian Public Policy', based on
"Deconstructing Engagement", a research paper
she co-wrote with Penelope Simons and
Georgette Gagnon. Like David Petrasek, Ms.
Macklin spoke about the govemnance gap,
defined as "a legal vacuum wherein enterprises
operating beyond the reach of effective
mechanisms of accountability may commit, aid,
abet, knowingly benefit from, or otherwise be
complicit in violations of fundamental norms of
human rights and humanitarian law".

govemment applicable to Canadian companies
operating in conflict zones.

The goal of the regime i8 to design, implement
and enforce a set of norms in the form of a
mandatory code of conduot for TNCs operating
in conflict zones. The Code would be directed at
ensuring that corporations neither contribute to
nor complement direct violations of human
rights.

The code of conduct asks TNCs to ensure that
ail security arrangements meet international
norms, they conduct risk assessments on the
project's human rights impacts, and they
establish an independent stand alone monitoring
body.

This monitoring body would be made up of
national and international NGOs, industry,
government, auditors, academics and experts. It
would be funded 50% by the govemnment, 50%
by industry operating in conflict zones. The body
woulcl be responsible for reviewing the human
rights impact assessment, and would establish
whether or not the TNC could proceed and, if so,
the terrns for doing so. It would then conduct the
ongoing monitoring and evaluation.



Danwood Chirwa on "Developing a Human Rights Impact Assessment for Privatization"
Lecturer in Law, Department of Commercial Law, Faculty af Law, University ai Cape Town*

Danwood Chirwa spake about his work on
developing a HRIA for privatization. In South
Africa, bath water and electricity have been
privatized. With it have corne flot only increased
prices of basic services, but also a number of
human rights implications.

Prlvatizing anything raises the issue of who
becomes accountable when things go wrong.
Privatization may lead ta the loss of basic
servic-es for some people, yet the company
involved in the privatization is accountable ta the
market. flot oarliament. Peoole can hald

Secondly, regardless o
has the clear abligati<

community just because one individual
)ay their user fee. Perhaps, then, the
iy should set a minimum level of water ta
every individual should be entitled. But

d with priva
t of human
relate ta a

measures to
But how car
measures are )ugh?

make

Would also be t
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predicted.
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The Historical Challenges of Impact Assessment

David Hunter on "The Challenges of Imnpact Assessment"'
Presîdent of Peregrine Consulting and Advisor to the Centre for International Environmental Law

Environmental impact assessment (EIA) has
been in place for 25-30 years. It is now being
widely used, even by international financial
institutions. Today, we almost take it for granted
that there has to be an EIA for a project. But
what hasn't changed, over the years, is that we
are stili trying to mitigate harmn instead of doing
no harm. To this extent, EIA could just be a co-
optive, rhetorical process, engaging communities
in a dialogue that simply allows projects to go
ahead anyway. Despite EIAs, the environment
doesn't seem to be gettirig any better.

nt less

stili have a long way to, go.

3) Companies now seem to be comfortable with
complying with international and host
govemment standards, but the public
disclosure of information and exposing projects
to public scrutiny still remains a problem.

4) HRIA may be easier - because it is based on a
solid framework of international human rights
law, whereas you might say that EIA is only
baseci on the Rio Declaration. But it is also
more politically sensitive than the environment.

5) Countless groups are still dissatisfled with the
timing of the release of the EIA. IFîs and
companies still hide behind the catchal of
'commercial confidentiality', but we know EIAs
don't faîl within the realm of what might
legitimately be considered confidential. The real
reason for this is that companies don't want to
expose their projects to public scrutiny.

6) Quality control (of EIAs) remains a huge
issue, and touches upon the necessity of
building the capacity of small and medium -

sized enterprises to conduot EIAs. EIAs
consistently fail to address the needs and
concemrs of indîgenous communities, and
take a "cookie cutter approach by using the
same lanouaqie in dit ferent situations.

Sstill dev



9) Transparericy in the process
important, but stili gets ignored.

is very rights. However, getting the perfect framework in
place, dernved from human rights, won't malter
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Expert Group Meeting on Developing a Human Rights Impact Assessment

The purpose of the second day of the meeting
was to encourage people, in small groups, to
discuss in more detail some of the issues touched
upon in the preceding day. Some of the themes
from the previous day raised either in the
presentations or the question period included the
foltowing issues:

1) Scope - which human rights should be
included in a HRIA?

2) Stakeholder identification - How do we
identify stakeholders through a HRIA?

3) Identification of human rights impacts - How
do we make sure a human rights screening
mechanism works?

4) Setting limits - When do we say no to projects?

5) Implementation, monitoring, evaluation and
compliance - How do we make sure these
elements don't get ignored once the EIA has
been approved?

How do you identify and predict potential human
rights violations? Can you mitigate human rights
abuses and should that be the goal?

Business challenges
How do you develop a mechanism that does not
present to great a disincentive to companies to
take human rights into account?

How do you make companies take account of
human rights when profit is the motive?

How do you get past the question of commercial
confidentiality when transparency and informed
participation is a key goal?

Operational challenges
How is the HRIA structured? How do you
develop a simple standard methodology that
also tackles the complex issue of human rights?
How do you devise a methodology that could
potentially be used by different constituencies -

by government, business people, and
communities?

When do you do a HRIA so that it makes a
difference?

What is the scope of the HRIA? Anid how far does
it extend? Given that some may have more
relevance that others, which rights do we
address in the context of trade and project
finance, and the project cycle? Equally, does the
scope extend from considerlng project impacts to
looking et how trade policies create the conditions
that enable these impacts?

In ternis of participation, what is the appropriate
point of entry - that is, when do you contact the
community?



Whose views count? How do you address the
issue of power?

Who would carry the HRIA out? Communities or
corporations? How do you ensure
independenoe?

also in terms of their human rights mind set?
Who can fll this niche?

Who is going to carry th
What further technical knom

How do you build the il wilI?



That said, each model added value in different
ways. Environmental and social impact
assessments and political risk assessments have
ail develoDed stronci methodolo-qies over the

J in
'ould
;as

Some suggested that it was flot EDC's
responsibility to fund such studies, but rather the
proponent's. Others suggested that this would
flot create any level of independenoe and that a
separate mechanism would be needed to fund
HRIAs and hire truly independent consultants.
But where would the money corne from?

Another participant argued that in terms of
international support, it would be difficuit to push
things on the international stage as the World
Bank, for example, currently excludes humain
rights issues from its central mandate.

This discussion then ended by exploring the utility
of developing a new and improved model when
there are so many outstanding issues that have
yet to, be resolved. For example, one participant
observed how decision-makers will sometimes
ignore the recommendations of consultants.
Monitoring is often the responsibility of
proponients, yet there is a perverse incentive on
the part of proponents to distort outcomes and
render them favourable in order to secure the
next trench of money. Similauiy, one participant
ri iimfirNngari iihmthmr n ryvnmnti~ mn r-flA tir m



Guidlng Principles ta Some of the Major Themnes of a HRIA?

including through awarE



power perspective for also requiring FPIC, but
the legal case is perhaps less developed. ln
their case, we might therefore think in terms of
demonstrable public acceptanoe rather than

'ed in

group was unsure, however, whether any of
these options offered sufficient independent.

3) 'No Go' areas/Categorical prohibitions
While discussion on this issue proved very
interesting to all, the conclusions reached were
flot consensual, since some participants feit that
developing 'No Go' zones was flot a usefut
framework, since even 'positive projects' can
occur in bad zones.

It was, however, decided that there should be a
distinction between 'No Go' countries
(investment could not proceed in country x
because of its breach of core human rights) and
areas (which are excluded from financing
because of a specific breach or abuse of rights
in the assessment>.

In terms of countries, apart from obvious choices
such as Burma or South Africa during apartheid,
this would be a very difficult process to manage.
Whatever criteria you develop to identify a
country, however objective, its application and
final outcome would be inherently political and
rife with dissenting views.

On the Cther hand, it might be easier to develop
citeria for establishing 'No Go' zones due to a
breach of humain rights. The Annex in the
background paper was a good start. However,
more thought and research would be needed to
develop indicators to trigger a categorical

does



4) Monitoring, evaluation and compliance person also noted the importance of binding
For their observations, this group assumed that the negotiated contracts between affected communities
HRIA had been conducted according to best and companies, as this provides a means of
practices, with dlear and comprehensive baseline leveraging the company to ensure that they deliver
indicators, and a negotiated and binding Human on the promises they have made.
Rights Protection Plan (HRPP). Monitoring would
then be an ongoing prooess to determine how the 5) Prerequisites for making the HRIA work
HRIA played out. Evaluation woul be an This group Iooked at issues of advocacy, and the
assessment of the project to determnine how preconditions for bringing about enforceable
successfully mhe human rights measures were met HRIA obligations on the appropriate institutions
in a speciflo context. Compliance would look at and companies. This would require the following:
what tools for recourse and discipline are available - Extensive knowledge and understanding of the
to affected communities and interested parties if relevant institutions, their scope and mandate.
project sponsors are not meeting their specfic These included govemment-linked institutions,
commitments, and IFI policies are seen to have such as ECAs, IFîs and MVDBs.
been applied inadequately. * Capacity building within the institutions around

the issues. This would be a significant
In terms of monitoring, the question of who challenge at mhe World Bank since human
monitors is key. The group suggested the need rights is flot part of its mandate.
for an independent body "with teeth» that would - Both a national and multilateral approach (e.g.
include representatives of the affected local OECD, Export Credits Group, G8, UN).
community. The level and size of the monitoring National because one country ultimately has 10
body should be commensurate with the level of take the first step, and multilateral because
risk, such that for major high risk projects, there developing international standards levels the
should be an independent advisory panel. in playing field. This may be challenging since
each case, the community should be involved ini ECAs likely won't move on mhis until the WBG
overviewing mhe implementation of the Human has moved, and it isn't rushing ahead, and
Rights Protection Plan. For IFI and ECA funded industry have a strong pull on ECAs.
projects, this could be mhrough regular reporting - Identification of agencies, groups and
10 a UN human rights monitoring system, or 10 individuals that have an interest in this and the
mhe QECO. Such a monitoring body would be nurturîng of mhese reîatîonships.
funded by mhe project sponsor through part of - Identification of companies that have mhe
the boan from the IFI or ECA. caact to work on ms, and mhat are corporate

champions. However, il is important be mindful
In ternis of compliance, there should be home mhat mhis is treated more as public relations than
country legal mechanisms that can be used 10 something companies want to engage in heavily.
regulate overseas investments. Direct sanctions *Development of a critical mass of popular and
should be applied 10 project sponsors in poil support through petitions, public
violation. There should also be a mechanism for eclitorials, investor activism, private, member's
addressing local gnievanoes and complaints. buis, etc. For example, a pol has been
Public shaming of poor practices within speciflc conducted 10 indicate mhat 75% of the Canadian
companies was viewed as a limited option for public support enforceable human rlghts
compliance as it relied on the energy and obligations on govemment agencies.
resources of civil society to expose companies, - Acknow«dement of business concems
and would b. difficult to sustain in 1he long wun. regarding the certainty of process (what you

The group also noted that a necessary *want theni to do) and remaining competitive.
prerequlsite would be the full disolosure of the -Promotion of human nights as a necessary
HRIA and the HRPP. element of susteinable development. In

Canada, ail govemment agencies, through the
in~~ ~ comntn onteeiesoepr Auditor General, must complete a sustainable

Inoommren tin ompiac __hnsm r development plan. To the extent that you can

currently rimited to an advlsory rois. Another peso lin huma 1t to tainal their omet
noted the importance of comprehensive indicators thywl aet osdri nterreport.
for uitoring projects, and the challenges of doing *Focus HRLA obligations on the rtght insitutions.
muis in the absence of public dLsclosure. One otiier
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Summary and Conclusions

Setting the stage for conference participants to
assess the current international context and
make recommendations for change, presenters
began by analyzing the current relationship
between international human rights law and
publicly-backed private investments. States
have traditionally filled the role of ensuring the
respect for, and promotion of, human rights
obligations, including the regulation of the
behaviour of non-state actors. Over the past
decade, transnational corporations (TNCs) have
emerged as an important member of this
amorphous category of 'non-state actors', and
international human rights experts are beginning
to assess the need to expand beyond the state-
centric model of international obligations.
Although highly controversial, the 'draft UN
Norms on the Responsibilities of Transnational
Corporations and other Business Enterprises
with Regard to Human Rights is a clear signal of
this evolution. And while they currently have no
legal standing, the Draft Norms have helped
launch a discussion about the responsibilities of
TNCs to human rights.

This question is particularly relevant in the
context of investment in developing countries
due to the existence of an 'enforcement gap'. In
such a situation, a host country either has
insufficient resources, is unwilling, or does not
have the legislation, to ensure respect for
human rights. Equally, the TNC does flot feel it
is its place to play such a role. As a result, when
state govemance is weak and corporate self-
regulation is poor, there is the possibility that
companies may be complicit in violating human
rights.

abide by the code.

As interest arises over the responsibility of TNCs
with regards to human rights, so too should our
attention on the responsibilities of international
financial institutions (IFIs). These agencies have
often provided financial support to companies
that have engaged in projects that have
undermined human rights.

Export credit agencies, the particular focus of
the conference, already take some human rights
issues into account through political risk
assessments (PRAs). As presented in a working
paper prepared for the conferencel, PRAs do
have a strong methodology, and provide a good
country context for a project, but still primarily
focus on the risks of a project to investors, rather
than to the communities affected by the project.
In contrast, other models presented during the
conference, such as the World Commission on
Dams approach, highlight the rights and risks
projects place on communities and interested
parties, and place these parties at the helm of
making decisions about projects that affect
them. Voluntary mechanisms such as the
Human Rights Complianoe Assessment, allow
companies to evaluate in practical ternis the
extent to which they are compliant with
international human rights law, and make
suggestions of changes they could make to be
more compliant. The Conflict Risk Impact
Assessment allows companles to be sensitive to
potential conflicts in the areas where they are
conducting business, and play a more proactive
role in developing strategies that both mitigate
impacts and that help to build peace. In the
context of a state making a decision to privatize,
a state might undertake a human rights impact
assessment to ascertain the types of rights that
might potentially be violated as a result of
privatizing national industry.



that have historically plagued impact
assessment. These challenges include: impact
assessment is stili largely viewed by industry
and govemment as a technical hurdie rather

articulated s
miaht think ti



Monitoring, Evaluation and Compliance: The
group that discussed monitoring, evaluation and
compliance identified the need to have an
independent body monitoring projects that would
have the capacity to discipline companies flot
complying with their Human Rights Protection
Plan (HRPP). For high-risk projects, they
suggested the establishment of a multi-
stakeholder advisory panel. Home country legal
mechanisms should be set up to regulate TNO
activities overseas, and there should also be a
mechanism for addressing local grievances. Full
public disclosure of the HRIA and HRPP would
be key.

For any of these recommendations to be taken
up, one group also emphasized the need to
build capacity within these institutions around

these issues, to press for change nationally and
multilaterally, to build a critical mass of popular
support around the issue, and to promote
humain rights as a necessary element of
sustainable development.

Although the meeting went a good way towards
meeting its goals - promoting a free exchange of
ideas, further exploring the links between human
rights, impact assessment, and trade and project
finance, and moving beyond the theoretical to
the practical - future discussions would clearly
benefit from a greater participation by, and
engagement with, other IFîs and pnivate sector
actors - both companies and financial
institutions.
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